
GRIZZ 
AMERICAN AMBER 
“Grin and Bear it” 

STRENGTH:  5.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 30 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Grizz is a full bodied amber ale showcasing fresh American 

hops from the Yakima Valley (Washington State). Grizz 

American Amber is made with more than one pound of hops 

per US beer barrel – hopefully you’ll appreciate this in the glass. 

 

GROWLER 
AMERICAN BROWN ALE 
“Goes Down Easy” 

STRENGTH:  4.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 26 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Growler was the very first beer ever produced in our Moorabbin 

based brewhouse. Growler is a full bodied brown which 

presents a full crystal based malt profile combined with 

prominent hop character from US Cascade hops. 

 

KUNG FOO 
RICE LAGER 
“The Original Rice Lager” 

STRENGTH:  4.6% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 18 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Think climate change, extra hot summers and beer gardens. 

Kung Foo is super light and clean in flavour, but with more 

character than your commercial ‘blonde’ and ‘dry’ lagers. 

 

TAXI 
PILSNER 
“Her name was Lola, but she was no showgirl” 

STRENGTH:  4.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 25 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Loosely labelled pilsner, Taxi more closely represents the 

Munich Helles (Blonde) lager style. Moderate to low bitterness, 

clean cold temperature fermentation and the retatrines use of 

fine German hops has resulted in an extremely approachable 

and sessionable lager beer. 

 

 



TACO 
ZESTY ALE 
“Like a fiesta in your mouth – Arriba!” 

STRENGTH:  5.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 28 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: This hoppy ale, brewed with the addition of corn, coriander leaf 

and fresh lime peel, produces a beer like no other and is fresh, 

fruity and zesty. 

 

 

 

PALE 
PALE ALE 

“Is a very pale beer dominated by tropical hops with a little sherbety sweetness” 

STRENGHT:  5.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 28 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION:  This hazy and super pale Pale Ale was brewed with 2 types of 

oats to give a smooth, silky mouthfeel and the hops lend pine, 

pineapple and passionfruit notes. 

 

 

 

HELLFIRE AMBER ALE 
ENGLISH AMBER ALE 
“Full-flavoured English-style ale, a fiery colour & rich caramel malt character” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 35 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Malty and nutty with floral hops, fruity Yorkshire yeast and a 

background caramel sweetness. Its hypnotically fiery colour 

inspired us to name this beer after Hellfire Gully. 

 

 

 

BLOWHARD PALE ALE 
PALE ALE 
“American-style pale ale with loads of bracing citrusy hop flavour and a 

refreshingly zesty finish” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 38 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Big tropical and fresh citrus hop aromas explode from the glass 

as you pour our American style pale ale. The first sip will reveal 

juicy passionfruit, lychee and peach hop flavours backed up by 

a firm, smooth bitterness. 



BRIGHT LAGER 
LAGER 
“A classic lager, crisp and refreshing. So fresh and natural it will leave you 

feeling somewhat alpine” 

STRENGTH: 4.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 25 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: This unfiltered lager is as fresh and natural as the mountain town of 

Bright, where it’s brewed. Locally grown hops, Australian pale 

malt, pristine alpine water, cool fermentation temperatures and 

nothing artificial. Crisp and refreshing, light-bodied. 

RAZOR WITBIER 
BELGIAN WITBIER 
“Delicate Belgian inspired white ale, light and refreshing with subtle orange-zest 

and coriander” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 15 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Big tropical and fresh citrus hop aromas explode from the glass 

as you pour our American style pale ale. The first sip will reveal 

juicy passionfruit, lychee and peach hop flavours backed up by 

a firm, smooth bitterness. 

 

 

STRAIRCASE PORTER 
PORTER 
“Bursting with dark chocolate and coffee flavours, Staircase Porter is topped off 

with the aroma of scorched almond” 

STRENGTH: 5.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 30 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Our tribute to the great London brewing tradition, Staircase 

Porter is a decadent blend of dark roasted and caramel malts. 

Complex layered flavours of creamy espresso, bittersweet 

chocolate, and toffee combine with flowery hops. 

 

6 FURLONGS 
PALE ALE 
“a modern style Pale Ale made for drinkers of today” 

STRENGTH: 5.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: Our signature Pale Ale - a tribute to our 6 furlongs is a modern 

style Pale Ale made for drinkers of today, brewed exclusively 

with aroma hops giving a restrained bitterness with the big hop 

aroma balanced by the German specialty malts used in the 

mash. 



THE STRAPER 
AUSTRALIAN LAGER 
“Jump on, saddle up and enjoy The Strapper Australian Lager” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: It's a refreshing, not too bitter and flavoursome ride with this 

quintessential beer for the genuine worker - the quite achiever. 

The Strapper Australian Lager uses heirloom Australian barley 

and hop varieties brewed to the unique South East Australian 

lager style of soft bitterness and fruity fresh flavour. 

BOX 54 
GOLDEN ALE 
“Box 54 Golden Ale was created as a dip of the hat to the remarkable race-

winning mare, Makybe Diva” 

STRENGTH: 5.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: Box 54 is a summer style ale that is dry and crisp, brewed with 

wheat malt for foam and body, with a complex tropical note from 

Victorian Galaxy hops. This glorious golden ale is unfiltered and 

unpasteurised for freshness. 

RACE DAY 
CLOUDY PILSNER 
“When it's time for a beer that is flamboyant and confident we have a winner for 

you with Race Day” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: This snappy cloudy pilsner is fruity and vibrant and certainly is 

no shy and retiring racegoer. Race Day is brewed in the original 

Bohemian Czech style with Saaz aroma hops for a complex, 

spicy and herbal aroma but with our coastal brewing playfulness 

and sense of independent spirit. 

BIG WAVE 
GOLDEN ALE 
“Big Wave is a lighter-bodied golden ale with tropical hop aromas and flavour” 

STRENGTH: 4.4% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 22 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Big Wave is a lighter-bodied golden ale with a tropical hop 

aroma and flavor—smooth, easy drinking, and refreshing. The 

use of caramel malt contributes to the golden hue of this beer, 

and our special blend of hops provides a bright, quenching 

finish that makes it a struggle to not grab another one. 

 

 



 

BICYCLE 
SUMMER ALE 
“A Crisp fresh Summer Ale” 

STRENGTH: 4.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 21 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Our own custom blend of seven hops gives a fresh, spicy hop 

aroma and a smooth flavour with subtle overtones of citrus and 

summer fruits. With a soft malt character while leaving a dry 

finish on the palate. It’s designed to quench your thirst and is 

light enough to get you back on your bike. 

SAMPLE 
PALE ALE 
“Delectable, from the get go” 

STRENGTH: 4.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 35 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Batch No. 1 is a respectful nod to American Pale Ale. We’ve 

taken the core of this classic and added a hint of novelty from 

uniquely sourced hops. A citrus & stone fruit aroma is 

balanced with a malty drive and hoppy bitterness. 

 

CALIFORNIA LAGER 
LAGER 
“Our take on the California gold rush Steam Beer” 

STRENGTH: 4.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 34 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Brewed with the pale ale malt and Cluster hops used in the 19th 

century, combined with woody Northern Brewer hops. We then 

round it out with the ever reliable Cascade and the Australian 

Ella hops to create a piny, woody and grapefruity aroma backed 

up by light fruity esters and a light malt body.  

 

OATMEAL STOUT 
STOUT 
“English Stout accentuates strong notes of caramel & nut on the palate” 

STRENGTH: 5.5% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 32 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Brewed with 75kg of flaked oats toasted in our brewpub kitchen 

to showcase a nutty oat profile, this stout is deliciously 

chocolatey and nutty with a full bodied creamy mouthfeel and 

firm roasty finish. A moderately low carbonation reminiscent of a 

traditional English Stout accentuates strong notes of caramel 

and nut on the palate.. 



 

DOSS BLOCKOS 
PALE LAGER 
“Doss Blockos has been stripped bare of anything but the essential taste” 

STRENGTH: 4.6% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: A smooth, premium pale lager, Doss Blockos is an all-natural lager, 

brewed in the traditional lager way, but with an eye to style and 

providing malty flavour that balances a mild hop bitterness nicely. 

Blockos is a beer that is brewed for easy drinking. 

 

MACK DADDY 
DARK ALE 
“Tagged as a dark ale, it could just as easily be called a hoppy dark ale” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 14 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: This ale eschews the more citrusy, piney and orangey hops 

found in some hoppy dark ales and porters in favour of those of 

a softer melony and peachy bent. They come across most late 

on in the flavour – topped, tailed and wrapped up in more 

typically dark ale characters: a touch of roast, dark chocolate, 

nuts, maybe even a touch of sarsaparilla. 

 

CAVALIER PILSNER 
PILSNER 
“Pouring a pale gold with the foamiest of fluffy white heads” 

STRENGTH: 4.5% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: Pouring a pale gold with the foamiest of fluffy white heads, it 

offers up wafts of pilsner malt and floral, herbal hop aromas, 

followed by soft, spicy hop flavours alongside the bready, 

cracker like malts and a lingering, herbal bitterness. 

 

 

DARK ALE 
DARK ALE 
“Expect the unexpected with this dark ale” 

STRENGTH: 4.9% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 27 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Rich and flavoursome, yet ever refreshing, this malt driven ale is 

beautifully balanced by an aromatic lift of hops. Subtle fruit 

derived from open fermentation compliments a strong 

backbone of toffee and chocolate, all bound together by a 

reassuring bitterness. 



LOVE TAP 
LAGER 
“The evolution of Moon Dog's first ever "core" beer reaches its third and 

possibly final stage.” 

STRENGTH: 5.0% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: Prominent lime, kiwi fruit and lively citrus hops dominate. 

There's a touch of light, cracker like malt in there, but only taking 

time for a brief wave before the hops return, leaving a lingering, 

resinous bitterness. Smaller than its forefathers, yes, yet still 

bigger, hoppier and fruitier than your average bear. 

PALE ALE 
PALE ALE 
“A blend of Aussie, Kiwi and US ” 

STRENGTH: 4.8% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 30 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Full bodied, hoppy, but oh so drinkable, Venom Pale Ale pours 

rich and bright. A blend of Aussie, Kiwi and US hops provide 

tropical overtones, stonefruit characters, and solid bitterness. A 

New World Pale Ale by style, Venom Pale Ale will win your 

heart from the first sip. 

 

 

REFRESHING ALE 
SESSION ALE 
“A Kolsch style Session Ale” 

STRENGTH: 3.5% ABV 

BITTERNESS: 15 IBUs 

DESCRIPTION: Light, fruity, and easy drinking, Venom Refreshing Ale is the 

perfect beer for any occasion. A Kolsch style Session Ale by 

style, we use a blend of ale and wheat malts; and Australian 

grown hops impart gentle bitterness and fruit 

characteristics Venom Refreshing Ale is a simple, satisfying, 

everyday beer. 

 

XPA 
AMERICAN PALE ALE 
"extra pale in colour with extra hop aroma and flavour". 

STRENGTH: 4.7% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: XPA stands for Extra Pale Ale. It delivers on all fronts, with 

waves of tropical and citrusy hop aromas hitting you first 

before a lean, light biscuity malt flavour comes into play. 

There's a tight but firm bitterness completing the picture for 

one of the finest and most refreshing pale ales you'll find 

around Australia. 



 

IPA 
WEST COAST IPA 
"heaps of hops, just enough malt” 

STRENGTH: 6.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: It was surely only a matter of time before Wolf the Willows 

released an IPA (or an ESB, perhaps). And this has now 

come to pass, with the beer subtitled "Homage" joining their 

XPA, ISA (India Saison) and JSP (Johnny Smoked Porter). 

Why "Homage"? Because it's a nod to the West Coast style 

of IPA that Scott and Renae love, that has laid waste to 

American drinkers' palates 

 

JSP 
SMOKED PORTER 
"It's a style within a style". 

STRENGTH: 5.2% ABV 

BITTERNESS: TBA 

DESCRIPTION: A touch of rauch malt from Germany alongside various other 

dark malts to create layers of sweetness, smoke and more 

espresso like characters. In another nod to the beer's 

ancestors, they used English East Kent Goldings and 

Willamette hops to add a gentle, earthy bitterness to assist in 

creating the beer's dry finish. 

 

 

 

 


